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A Word On Inspiration 
Jose Rodriguez
There is a moment in the stream of our lives 
When Idea falls like a pinprick.
Words crawl under our skin,
Filled with the ink of our experiences.
A soft burning of thoughts slowly crisp our minds.
Ashes drift to paper while the precious fuel of our own inspiration bums away. 
The pen and paper ease the pain,
The frustrating bondage of withheld phrases.
The words flood out, like ink falling in place of raindrops in a fierce storm.
The moment has passed 
The inspiration burned away,
Sit back, exhausted, and see the thing made.
Words lay on blank paper like so many shapeless corpses.
From their death,
Will come my poetry.
Sonnet vs. Villanelle, a text at war with itself 
Max Tohline
Sonnet
Our tongue's a snare: a knot I've not yet sought 
to get inside/ untied, nor hope to e'er, 
nor ought I go to battle when I fought 
for errors to abide our tongue's: a snare,
a knot; I've not from slippage saved the sign 
(I got to see the signified untied) 
nor hope to e'er, nor ought meaning confine 
to words a thought, and Derrida replied,
"Our tongue's a snare; a knot I've not forgot­
ten will, since man made thought to language meld, 
preside untied, nor hope to e'er nor ought 
I mend" - in language Truth cannot be held,
and thus it died; our tongue's a snare: a knot 
I've not untied nor hope to e'er nor ought.
Villanelle
Our tongue's a snare: a knot I've not
yet sought to get inside,
untied, nor hope to e'er, nor ought
I go to battle when I fought 
for errors to abide
our tongue's: a snare, a knot; I've not
from slippage saved the sign (I got
to see the signified
untied) nor hope to e'er, nor ought
meaning confine to words a thought, 
and Derrida replied,
"Our tongue's a snare; a knot I've not
forgotten will, since man made thought 
to language meld, preside 
untied, nor hope to e'er nor ought
I mend" - in language Truth cannot 
be held, and thus it died; 
our tongue's a snare: a knot I've not 
untied nor hope to e'er nor ought.
[translation, for the benefit o f readers who hope for comprehension in an incomprehensible world: from a post­
structuralist perspective, language was first created to carrying meaning and truth, but very soon, language, with 
its slippery meanings and its inability to properly define, without ambiguity, all concepts relating to truth, became 
an impediment to truth and thus a lie; moreover it ended up killing our ability to understand truth, since truth 
transcends feeble language, but we are unable to think apart from a language, and language is beyond fixing.]
Publish or Perish (A Prayer)
Andrew Careaga
If I should die before I publish,
I pray the Lord to take my rubbish, 
and raise those dull words from the dead, 
that I may be posthumously read.
I pray the Lord will let some lover 
of my true genius soon discover 
the stacks of pads on which I’ve scribbled 
those words these editors think are drivel,
and hie thee down to Farrar, Straus 
or Little, Brown or Random House, 
and hurl these words over the transom 
to inspired editors, who’ll ransom
every penny they can hook 
to see my words become a book.
They’ll sit in awe of every phrase, 
and make sense of my verbose maze.
YThey’ll see beyond my lack of plot, 
and marvel at my characters’ lot.
They’ll look beyond the faults to see 
true genius: creativity.
May my words go forth throughout the land, 
and bring my widow hundreds grand.
May I whose stories were oft rejected 
then be acclaimed and well respected.
And may the editors who spumed my toil 
fall in a vat o f boiling oil.
Or may they weep and gnash their teeth 
when they find what they thought beneath
publication in their petty reviews 
are now the stuff o f talk-show news.
May the literati, too, cut gashes 
on their arms, don sackcloth and ashes,
and repent of how I’ve suffered plight, 
and mourn the loss of such a light.
But if while alive I can complete my mission,
Lord, may I write like Fitzgerald and get rich like Grisham.
Poetry for Physicists
Emmett Redd (Physics BS MS '79, PhD '86)
Mr. Henry's Redeeming and Leading
After Ms. Farad was brought low,
Mr. Henry delivered some flow.
With periodic income to stave 
Off Ohm's dissipative crave,
Forever they danced to and fro.
Henry's Inducement
After Ohm, Ms. Farad was laconic. 
But, with apparatus electronic, 
Henry did well 
In series and parallel,




If Pandora's Box unleashed evil on the ,
then Caligari's Cabinet unleashed death on the cinema.
Max Tohline
No one in the room a new breath takes 
In theatres where open silent eyes,
When Cesar the Somnambulist awakes.
The editor his grave decision makes 
And Odessa women scream and baby cries 
And no one in the room a new breath takes.
Ninety shower cuts and cars pulled up from lakes 
Will come from murderers who harm no flies 
When Cesar the Somnambulist awakes.
But splice is false and all those squibs are fakes;
In blood ballets Q yde falls and Bonnie dies,
Yet no one in the room a new breath takes.
Truth edits not - Zapruder's camera shakes - 
Frame three-thirteen w ill blow away the lies 
That Cesar the Somnambulist awakes.
He sees the frame where your last reel breaks, 
won't blink, but glares, with cigarette bum eyes, 
And no one in the room a new breath takes 
When Cesar the Somnambulist awakes.
Pianist 
Carl Vogliardo
What happy note through ill temperment breaks, 
Shines for me undenied.
Without it any apparent grace 
Would surely seem belied.
Your faultless voice I'll not soon forget,
Nor immaculate song unlearn.
In you are my ambitions met,




"I want to fish," said my daughter.
"Is it warm enough yet?" she says,
As she whirls around a fishing pole,
Decapitated of its lure
Stopping to stoop, she spots the photo of her dad 
on the fridge 
Giggling with glee 
She squeals, "Daddy fishes!"
There he is sporting a pole of his own 
With a flopping gold fish tethered to the hook 
The sky a perfect blue on that spring day 
As his attire of summer,
A purple striped shirt and jean shorts attest to,
He stood with both hands greedily gripping
A slippery fish flipping
All gave no guessing




All she saw was her daddy with a fish 




Liquid darkness fills the room 
joy wanes with the moon 
people come they go 
leaving behind an empty thought; 
an impression based on one 
chance meeting of two. 
unmoved, placid, indifferent 
Let life's story unfold 
joy, sorrow, pain, and bliss 
the little stories left untold...
Two strangers meet but by chance 
then they part 
with ne'er a glance...
And one must wonder 
What could have been?
Could strangers become known? 
two become one?
But they didn't, couldn't, wouldn't 
nothing but thoughts kept hidden 
behind eyes of stone.
Opportunity missed.
A life unlived... 
a little death made to order
But who moms a life unlived?
The strangers knew not of it
the world knows not what is lost
the blank eyes are fixed forward
they do not look back upon the loss
for they know it not...
the strangers remain strangers
and strangers still forever more
content in their own 'perfect' world.
but yet with heavy heart
their soul cries for something m issed—
the mind knows not the reason
the soul mourns on...
The Sun rises 
a new day bums bright 
precious life once more spent
Untitled (2004)
Tabitha Modesitt
At night I cry because I can't see your face,
I sit alone and need your embrace.
I can't take the pain that bums in vain,
Stare at the wall, dream, as I go insane.
Love is all that fills my heart,
Yet the pain grows as we're pulled apart.
I'm here without you but I must believe, 
Tomorrow you'll be back, but only in my dreams. 
I love you more than the storm loves the rain, 
Someday we'll sleep one and the same.
So still I sit, dream, and I cry,
Alone still, inside I die.
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The Spiral Ledger 
Greg Story
But the globe does spin 
as it traverses the void  
through cycles of seasons 
in swirls of gray 
and shades of blue 
round and smooth 
and pretty
It is an illusion 
this orbiting orb 
fairytale vision  
seen from without 
bordered in black 
in a photograph
For we who stand
with feet firmly planted
upon the land
there are edges that snag
and unravel the fabric
of the lives we live
even as our needles busily knit anew
But the winds do blow  
through days of near joy 
missing only a bit here 
or perhaps over there 
an omission that is miniscule 
but denies completeness 
it is illusive 
and ethereal 
that last little thing
On the positive side
of the accountant's ledger
the list is long
and weighty
I can count the items
one by one
and I find the tally
overbalanced to the good
there are only those few





on the negative side
of the spiral ledger
I contemplate how few they are
I contemplate how tiny they are
those few little things
and in my contemplation
I am transported
to the source of each item
with details written in red
they wash over me in my remembrance
and I find myself there
alive in the past
reviewing
reliving
as the tally falls forgotten 
and I descend
spiraling down into the darkness 
toward the heart of the negative ledger 
with lingering resentment
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over misspoken words 
or slighted omissions 
regrets of my own words 
or my own omissions 
I spiral downward 
into the depths
to the waiting wallow of regrets 
where I find myself covered in mud 
the relentless sediment of the past 
that clings and binds me 
to the spiral bottom
But in time there seeps 
from deep within 
from that part of mind 
where rational thought is 
a conscious understanding 
of the mire
into which my thoughts have plunged 
and I ascend
I am brought once more to understand 
that these are just little things 
these items marked in red 
and so few
I contemplate how few they are 
I contemplate how tiny they are 
and in my contemplation 
I am again drawn within 
Into the darkened path 
as I descend 
down the spiral 
into the depths
into the darkness of the wallow of regrets 
and am covered once more in mud 
deep within the heart of the spiral bottom
I come at last to understand
that to contemplate
is to be consumed
the lot of the negative ledger
must be cast without comment
into the wind
in so doing my mind is freed 
from the seduction of the spiral ledger 
I will not think of those little things again 




I had a friend called failure 
Who was no friend at all. 
I'd try to do a good thing 
But he'd make it feel small.
Failure stood there taunting me 
But now I couldn't see.
I couldn't see the thing at all 
That had a hold on me.
Just like a pesky shadow  
He watched my every move 
I'd start to fly; he'd make me fall 
And my inadequacy prove
My shadow was not swallowed up,
But hidden in the dark
I'd tried to run but I had failed;
For failure was my heart
I got so sick of failure that 
I challenged him to race 
He agreed; I tied my shoes 
And put on my game face
Way far off I saw a hint,
The faintest trace of light 
I ran again now desperately; 
I needed something bright.
Quite soon I thought I'd lost him 
Sooner he did return 
I started to run faster 
My success I'd make him learn
As I grew close I could rejoice
For now I saw my foe
And with my sight came room for change;
Within my sight came hope.
But instead of getting lighter 
My burden seemed to grow. 
And every fall was harder 
And always further low
I struggled on, I wouldn't rest 
Until I'd reached the light.
If anything could help, I knew  
That it could solve my plight
As I ran I found the light 
Grew dimmer and at first 
I thought I'd beaten failure 
I thought my heart might burst
So I drew near, I reached my hand, 
To touch it would have killed 
I looked back and saw failure,
My dreams yet unfulfilled.
In the dark I did celebrate 
And paused to catch my breath 
But in that briefest moment 
I caught the fear of death.
As I stepped back the light, it spoke 
"Now why do you retreat?"
"Sir," said I, "I cannot stand 
"Your brightness or your heat.14
“Furthermore failure remains
As closer I have come
The longer has my shadow grown;
A monster it’s become.”
“Of course,” said he, “For you alone 
Will never be so bright.
Even that you thought was good 
Is darkness in my light.”
“Well then,” I said, “There is no hope. 
A failure’s what I am.”
“By yourself you can’t be light 
Although with me you can.”
“How can that be?” I asked him then, 
“I wish not to depart.”
And so he laid me down 
And began surgery on my heart.
When he finished I was amazed 
“What have you done to me?”
“With me in you there is no dark 
Light’s all there is to see.”
Now failure tries to battle me 
Just every now and then.
But I remember what Light said 
And I let Him back in.
This light, it now consumes my soul 
My very inner being 
And I’ve found peace and rest and love: 
With eyes of light I’m seeing.
The Holy Moment 
Jose Rodriguez
Where is that little kid I used to be?
I feel like I was bom
Somewhere in the middle of high school. 
Who was I before?
Skinny little Puerto Rican.
Weird and naive.
I couldn't even kiss a girl.
Pictures don't seem to help,
He looks like me,
But I can't remember ever being him.
We are never that past figure,




I've lost myself over and over again. 
Where's the tie between me and him?
In every moment that passes,
A different me swallows the old one 
whole.
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My Grandpa Ted 
Ted Nelson
I miss my Grandpa Ted
I walk around my college campus in my college life
And when I think of him I begin to cry
For I miss the days when I was young
And looked up at him
He was and is my role model
Of course I never got to know more of him than the
eight years I was alive when he died
I've always wanted to be like him
These days now I feel more lost
I'm just trying to find who I am
With more responsibilities as a becoming adult
And living in a challenging environment
Faced with the temptations of the world
I'm forced with these decisions
Each one, I feel, determines who I am
Drink, smoke, have sexual relationships
Study, be clean, stay active
Follow your dreams and stick with your beliefs
Or let it all go and find something new
... I just feel so lost
No one to really talk to and fully open up 
No one to hold me
Like my Grandpa Ted did when I was young.
How I birthed my divorce 
LeAnn Helling
I sat long and hard
It had been years I had longed
The beginning was a sober revelation
An ignorant threat that I had not yet conceived
Me alone in desperation and solitude
Had sought to vanquish his deed
Though I never convinced myself to carry it full steed
The years went past, and the crimes multiplied their
seed.
I stood deep in agony to succeed
Then the day came
It reared its angry head again
And I began to bleed in its jaws and scream,
"I must leave."
The conclusion was great and the pain heavy
Yet, I bore my labor
The pregnancy of divorce drew nearer
The summer had dragged
And I was often very somber
Sensing the hour of impending birth
I grieved yet with one more heave
The labor ceased to be




A blink and gone
t'was but a twinkle
in shimmering pond
ripples reflecting
an image of sun




ever changing in form
A twinkle just there 
Just there and then gone 
A moment of brilliance 
Of beauty and grace 
A moment's remembrance 
In eternity's embrace 




the moments all fall away 
fading and following 
trunk to tail elephants 
ponderously plodding 
in summer dust pondering 






the moments all fall away 
fading and following 
down candle lit hallways 
with soft light flickering 
leading us on 
as all falls silent 





A kiss of tender sweetness 
as the rain drizzles 'round 
A hug of youthful joy 
as the sun warms the ground 
A touch of gentle calming 
as the clouds fill the sky 
A word of dear affection 
as the wind whirls by 
A laugh of shear abandon 
as the snow falls on the lawn 
A sight of pure perfection 
as the day begins to dawn 
A tear of unknown feeling 
as the fog comes rolling through 
A smile of timid wonder 
as the grass fills with dew  
A thing of perfect beauty 
as the years go flowing past 
A pair of souls together 
as their love was meant to last
Recipe Poem 
A Summer Night 
LeAnn Helling
Start with an evening with a sky full of stars
N ow  add the August locust calls
Chime in a pinch of water tree frogs
Measure out the cricket songs
Spoon in the sultry warm night air
That drips the grass with dotted dew
Add a dip in a glimmering pool or a swallowy lake
And the glow of full moon overhead
This the perfect combination for a summer night not
spent in bed
Savor the flavor and take in the aroma 
For summer is all but over
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Growing up in a university town (like Rolla) in India 
Kaushik Pal (1993 MSE,UMR)
There is something magical about growing up in 
small towns and villages. The friends you go to school with 
are also the ones you play with in the evenings. Their 
parents are friends of your parents. Friendships that are 
made last a lifetime. Secrets are few and community 
support makes up for the open societal structure. The 
experience is probably entirely different from the parents' 
perspective, when they are overwhelmed with raising 
young children in an environment that does not offer a lot of 
the facilities that are available in big cities. For us, the kids, 
this was an experience that has remained as one of the best 
periods of our lives.
As in any place, it is the people who make up the 
community. These ramblings are about all those people who 
touched my life in many ways. Most of them were 
considered 'failures' by the society, and I was told that I 
would end up like them if I did not concentrate hard on my 
studies. Needless to say, I studied very hard and kept 
sports, art and music, my true interests at a distance.
Certainly, I did not want to become someone like 
the paper-delivery man when I grew up. He was an old 
man, probably younger than he looked, with a balding 
head, save for the little white hair around the sides. A big 
white moustache made him look like he was an ex military 
person, which he could very well have been. He would 
come in his rickety bicycle with all the papers and 
magazines delicately balanced on the handlebar. His bicycle 
did not have a stand and that meant that he would have to 
invent unique ways to make it stand upright every time he 
descended from it to deliver a paper, which was pretty 
often. Leaning the bicycle against a tree or a lamppost was 
common, but the nearest lamppost in front of our house was 
in a ditch full of thorns and the shade of the nearest tree was 
housing my father's scooter. The poor chap had to take 
recourse into ingenuity and came up with a novel way of 
balancing the bicycle by placing a brick under one of the 
pedals, something I could never do with my bicycle after 
several tries. Then again, I was privileged to have a stand 
with mine.
His stack would have all kinds of papers and my 
favorite, all kinds of magazines. He wouldn't mind if I went
through his stack and would occasionally let me keep a Sportstar 
or an Illustrated Weekly overnight. I never failed to return it the 
following day and never with a tear or even a fold in any of the 
pages. With these simple acts he taught me to take responsibility 
when placed with a trust. No school taught me that.
I certainly did not want to be someone like Ramu, the 
jovial rickshaw puller. He worked hard shuttling kids to school in 
the morning, taking their mothers to the market during the day 
and bringing back their kids late in the afternoon after school. 
Occasionally he would get a call for a long 5km haul to the 
railway station. I have not seen anyone work as hard as he did for 
the little money that he would get. His tattered shirt and shorts 
told a tale about how his wife and kids were doing. Yet he always 
had a smile on his face and was laughing away with his fellow 
rickshawwallas sitting under the tamarind tree and smoking bidis. 
Almost all the rickshawwallas knew all the kids and their families 
in the campus. You need to just get into one of them and you'll be 
delivered to your house without giving any directions. New in 
town? Want to go to your friend's house, but do not know the 
directions? Just mention the name, and chances are you will be 
delivered at the right address in the first attempt.
A young boy, not much older than me when I was in my 
early teens, opened up a bicycle repair shop under a tree next to 
Nair's canteen. He would come in the morning with a bicycle 
pump, a small toolbox and a bucket, which he would fill up with 
water after he sets up shop. 10 paisa to pump air into one tire, 15 
paisa for two were his introductory rates. A flat repair would 
fetch him 75 paisa. The long line of bicycles waiting to be repaired 
after just a few days indicated that his business was doing well.
I was told that life would reward you if you did an honest 
hard day's work. Watching Ramu's sweat drenched back and 
tattered clothes while he was plying me, or watching the young 
boy carefully applying glue to fix a flat tire, made me think about 
life's true rewards. They did not have money, yet they did not 
take the easy way out looking for it. These men could hold their 
heads up high with a smile and take everything that life threw at 
them. I realized then that money has very little to do with life's 
true rewards.
Kanai was a paper delivery boy long before the 'cycle 
balancing' one took over. Within a few days, this ambitious young 
boy decided to venture into a different line of business with his 
meager savings. He chose a busy intersection; close enough to the 
university, to start a small tea and paan stall. It didn't take him20
long to realize that customers wanted something to go with their 
cup of tea. Some have a sweet tooth while some prefer salty 
snacks. In came the big pots and pans and soon he was churning 
out shingaras and rasagollas by the hundreds. He never 
compromised on size and quality. Soon people came in droves for 
his shingaras and rasagollas, and with that came big orders for big 
parties. We knew enough mathematics to figure out that his daily 
earnings were far more than his customers, who were mostly the 
IIT professors and their families. Yet he continued to drive die 
same old green Luna moped, dressed in a lungi. He lived true to 
the 'think large, live small' philosophy.
One day my father and I were driving back from 
golebazar in our scooter, when it stopped in the middle of the 
road. We pushed it to a small scooter repair shop next to Kanai's 
shop at the same intersection. A teenage apprentice at that shop 
diagnosed the problem and fixed it while we waited. We had no 
clue what was wrong and what he did to fix it. I was studying to 
be a Mechanical Engineer at that time, while my father was a 
professor of Mechanical Engineering. That little kid, whose face I 
have forgotten, taught me humility.
A postman is certainly not what I wanted to be when I 
grew up. A dark skinned, sun burned man came by everyday to 
deliver our letters. If our paths crossed on the road before the mail 
was delivered for that day, he would stop his bicycle and reach 
into his bag and hand me my mails, if there were any, which he 
always remembered without checking into his bag. The 
spontaneity with which he would go out of his way to serve 
someone is a small act, but meant volumes to me. It was a familiar 
sight to see him come down the road, stopping at every house to 
deliver mail. The anticipation grew to joy when he would park his 
bicycle in front of our gate. At an age, when there were no junk 
mails, every piece of mail was guaranteed to be handwritten by 
the sender with a message just for us. To see him go past our 
house and park at the next one meant that there were no mails for 
us that day. The sun might very well have stayed hidden that day.
Lunch break at school was a time when one could leave 
the school premises. Right outside the school's main gate stood a 
man with a big wicker basket full of phuchkas. Next to the basket 
was a bucket full of spicy tamarind water. We never looked at the 
bucket as long as the phuchkas tasted good and we never fell sick. 
One fine day the man stopped coming. When a week had gone by 
and his absence was beginning to be felt, more in the body than in
the mind, we started wondering and speculating. Someone 
said that he was down with TB. No one verified if it was 
true or not. When he did finally come back after a few 
weeks, everyone shunned him. He continued coming for a 
few days, but had no customers, and then one day, he 
disappeared altogether. The whole episode left a scar 
somewhere in my heart. I realized then that there's a heavy 
price associated with careless whispers.
And then there was Tuluda. Somewhere in his early 
twenties, he would come by our houses as a door-to-door 
salesman offering inexpensive Soviet books for sale. Every 
now and then my mother would buy some, but what struck 
everybody was this boy's behavior. He was extremely well 
mannered and polite and treated customers with so much 
respect that it made you almost uncomfortable. Soon, he 
found himself a spot in the Tech market to display his 
books, rather than going door to door. Magazines were 
added shortly and he offered to get specific books from 
Kolkata should anyone want one. Slowly his business grew 
and soon he had his own collection of books for sale.
Thacker's was the big bookstore that everyone went 
to. The owner, a big, burly man with a black moustache, 21
didn't like teenagers like us hanging around. He knew the 
purchasing power of a potential customer when he saw one. 
Books would be kept locked in several glass cabinets and 
should he take one out to give to a potential buyer, he 
would keep an eye on it all the time.
Tuluda, on the other hand, had his few books out on 
display where customers could pick them up and read them 
as long as they wanted to. He figured that customers are 
more likely to buy a book sifter they've leafed through it and 
liked it. He wasn't wrong. Soon his temporary spot on the 
ground changed to a permanent structure alongside 
Thacker's. We treated the place like a mini reference library 
than a bookstore. He trusted us since he had seen most of 
our families and us when he was a door-to-door salesman. 
Often, I would wish to buy a book, but did not have enough 
cash at hand. He would insist that I take the book home and 
pay the balance later. Many a time, my father or sister 
would pay him the balance later if they happened to be in 
the vicinity.
What is amazing about this person is not the fact 
that he grew a flourishing business from scratch through 
hard work, honesty and trust. What is amazing is his 
customer service, a word that was unheard of at that time, 
let alone be practiced by anyone. By the time I was in BIT, 
his business had taken off like no other. His customers 
included thousands of students and faculties. Everyone was 
attracted to his now not-so-small shop mainly because of the 
customer service that they would get. He truly believed and 
lived up to the adage of treating others the way one would 
want to be treated. Tuluda made an effort to know all of his 
clients, even if they were in the thousands. After 4 years in 
the US, I dropped by his shop on a December morning. He 
was still the same person, busy at the cash counter while 
people went in and out of his shop. A hint of roundness 
around the midsection indicated that times were good for 
him and his family. He didn't recognize me after having 
served tens of thousands of new customers in the four long 
years. I browsed through his new collection of books and 
picked a few. When I went up to pay for them, I found that I 
had shortchanged myself yet again. With his ever-present 
smile and a twinkle in the eye he said, "Don't worry. Take 
them all. I see your father everyday buying vegetables from 
that shop over there. I'll get the balance from him 
tomorrow".
One of my earliest memories of the Tech market when I 
was a first or second grader is that of a cobbler who would sit by 
the entrance fixing shoes. A very old man, in the twilight of his 
life, he was beyond poor. He was halfway between being a beggar 
and a cobbler. Beggars, as far as I was concerned, at that age, were 
a menace.
My parents have always taught me to be very careful with 
money. Like a dutiful son, I was very careful with money, when I 
was lucky enough to have any in my possession, making sure I 
never lost any from my pockets. My father would bargain and 
bring down the price of everything he would buy and I marveled 
at his ability. Paying the asking price was considered the 
equivalent of losing money.
One day, I was waiting in line behind a gentleman who 
was getting his shoe fixed by this cobbler. He put in two nails with 
his shaking hands and returned the shoe with a smile and said,
"20 paisa". The gentleman stuck his hand into his pocket and 
came up with a 50-paisa coin. While handing over the money to 
the cobbler, he said, "Keep the change. You need it more than I 
do."
I changed that day. I went home and thought hard on this 
very simple act of compassion that this gentleman, the late Prof. 
Ghosh, had shown to the cobbler. Would my parents scold me if I 
gave money to someone who really needs it? The conflicting 
thoughts of being careful with money while understanding its 
value and that of charity and philanthropy began playing a game 
of tug-of-war on my head. I saw the world with a different eye 
from that day on. I can still close my eyes and hear that statement 
I heard some 30 years ago.
"We are prone to judge success by the index of our 
salaries or the size of our automobile rather than by the quality of 
our service and relationship to mankind", said Dr. Martin Lu frier 
King Jr. This is almost forgotten by a largely capitalist world right 
now where a person's success is directly equated to the size of his 
house and the value of his car.
I hope to teach these values I learnt as a child, through the 
most unusual and unexpected of sources, to my children. I would 
know that I have been a successful parent if I see such integrity 
and compassion in my children, regardless of the size of their 
houses or automobiles. In an age of corporate and political 
corruption, I am reminded of a quote made by one Alan Simpson - 
"If you have integrity, nothing else matters. If you don't have 




U ntitled  
Mindy Prado
You might say fall, 
Crackled colors 
Crumpled and crushed 




And I might say dyed
Died
Dyed
Red and orange and yellow  
Light absorptions 
From the spectrum  
And reflection 
And died red—
That's not exactly 
What you can see.
Rime of the Stormrider 
Jason Thrasher
The night air was heavy,
And the horse breath heav'er. 
Once it was all lively,
But that pass'd, like a mirror.
All night, the storm raged on. 
The blanket of darkness 
Made him w ish for the sun. 
And of him, God to bless.
The speed chilled all his bones. 
The pair ran like lightning,
The hooves, thunder on stones. 
Fleeing was his sinning.
Bullets and bayonets 
Gave him  fear to lose sight.
One loses as one bets,
Winning is not with might.
Blind the war w ill make him, 
And unable to see her.
Though they taught him  to aim  
And follow  orders, Sir!
The guard is catching up 
Like hunters for the fox.
The dogs chase this loved pup, 
But he gets no barred box.
Only one punishment,
The death of a coward.
He has love to be sent 
And cannot die by sword.
Though his eyes see nothing, 
All does his mind's eye see. 
Past the songs the winds sing 
Sits his love by the sea.
As the horse grows tired,
He pushes it to go.
To see his admired,
The rains in his skin sow.
Her gold face lights his way, 
The guards closing the gap, 
And the trees sway in his way, 
Unnoticed by the sap.
In a flash, he stumbles.
He ran and did his best.
In his mind he mumbles,
"I love you" at his rest.
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Dreaming of Reality 
Joseph Siehert
I live in a land of many great dreams
A land where nothing is as it seem s
The people here live lives happy and glad
And all do rejoice for the joy they've had
But w e have a secret that doesn't seem  fair
This land is not real; there is nothing there
The w alls of this world are made up of hope
Put in their place so the people can cope
For reality's harsh; yes life's bittersweet
And waking each day can be quite a feat
But this land of our making has all that one needs
And it's full of people doing great deeds
Even those people both awkward and shy
Have friends that are in no short supply
And as for the dating, every guy has a girl
To hold in his arms and give her a twirl
N ow  many have thought, and many still do,
That this land of dreams is real and true 
That I don't know but here's how  I feel 
Someday and soon the dream w ill be real
A Dream So Real (2004)
Tabitha M odesitt
Cut scars I hide in bleeding rain 
My mind tainted,
Covered w ith a stain.
Loving touch, sw eet thoughts,
In a dream.
Cold sweat, awaken,
You're not to be seen.
A path of pain, footsteps soon clear,
A life of pain changes now  you're here.
A star bright, close to the mind I hold,
As always one, never alone, never cold.
So take my words, please believe its true, 
You were made for m e 




tomorrow's fire rises to a sea of eager faces, 
each its ow n glow ing w all of flame, 
the youth of our tribe paints their bodies with 
soot;
they cannot w ait for destruction, 
fuck som eone and lose your identification, 
the pain m ust come; the beginning m ust begin! 
save yourselves! w e cry as w e run for health, 
the flames whisper prom ises of peace, peace; 
w e drag our feet but keep the beat 
to the problematic pulse passed down by our 
loving fathers,
and tiie drip, drop, dripping and spitting of blood 
at our feet.
fuck som eone and lose your identification, 
it's a w hole new ball game; they say 
you've got to not give a damn 
if you ever want to ride in that machine, 
it'll carry you to heaven, or to the bowels of hell, 
where the gays and w inos live, setting the tempo 
of hatred above, what sorrow thoughts! the 
feelings
are too much to bear.
away w ith our problems with this pretty little pill, 
the electrical butterfly w ill tuck us in.
green and yellow  popping, hissing and pissing! 
clap! bom  again! our savior has come back for 
her shoes.
she left them in a box for us to find, but w e've 
failed, once again, 
w e thought she w as a man! 
oh my god, there's
water pouring forth from a hole in our beliefs!
Jerrod Keith
who were w e to dam the river of life? 
it floahs and groahs to push a piston, 
and turn a wheel that keeps pulling, 
pulling us into love, which always breeds hate, which 
fuels the fire
needed for the sun to rise another day
the oceans breathe a truth w e w ill never hear, 
and the moon w eeps for her children, 




The full moon sky that nearly appears blue reflects off 
the water and the algae and show s them  
as noctilucent brothers:
The w et green plants look like colorless ice in this light, 
as though they can be walked upon, and 
the placid water is glass.
Streetlights near and far must make up the firmament 
for the fish w ho tap the water's surface 
and make it silently ripple;
They surely heard and trembled w hen the train passed 
an hour ago, thinking of its headlights 
as meteors or even angels.
This is when Alex, a teen old enough to have made the 
mistakes that lead into manhood, waved  
darkly to me on my bench,
and I returned the wave, and w e shared words as he 
huddled in his jacket, coldly and thirstily, 
before departing for a drink.
And an array of clouds shaped like a giant reptilian claw  
that takes up half the sky glides above me 
without obscuring the stars.
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The Rock Cave 
LeAnn Helling
A full moon rested above the cave entrance as a 
shadowy figure came out. This cave was supposed to be 
blocked off and closed to the public. The next day a girl was 
discovered missing from the park. Her camping gear was 
left there next to a still smoldering campfire. It had not been 
the first mysterious disappearance in the area, and yet the 
explorers to follow were not informed of these tragedies.
Ten years later, a crisp January day loomed ahead of 
Serina Philips. The ice-sculpted trees spread ahead of her 
bent and bowed while others lay in piles of wounded limbs 
leaving only skeletal stumps of their former selves. The gray 
sky was luminous with the morning light yet dripping with 
bushy clouds of mist that threatened to yield to the moisture 
within and snow volumes. The team she was with was 
making a venture into a cave in Meremac State Park. The 
cave was a gem of underground wonder and pretty 
untouched by the public. There were ten planning to traverse 
its depths. Serina was one of two girls going on this trip. 
There were Philip, Adrian, Roger, Gordon, Ted, Trevor and 
his girlfriend Margaret.
It had taken them a good part of the morning to get 
to the cave site. The hike to it had been at least a mile. There 
was a trail that went to it, but the leader of the group was 
Patrick with his blond hair and blue eyes, and yet he had 
never been on the trail. Patrick was really big into hiking 
and climbing mountains. He had climbed many all over the 
world. He knew his way better than anyone during his 
young days of hiking them with his family. But it had been 
years since he had returned, and he felt he knew his way 
better by taking the gravel road up the hill and then 
dividing off of it to get to the cave opening. Patrick led the 
group over to the cave and made his way in. The others all 
followed. Adrian and Serina were next in line. Serina was a 
little intrepid sojourner, but today she tended to slow her 
pace and let the others pass her.
Adrian and Roger were leading the way towards a 
soft clay grave, Serina thought as her gear wore her down. 
She was not exactly prepared for what to expect in the cave 
darkness. Bats were not her enemy, and bugs hardly 
bothered her, yet she still felt the need to slow her pace and 
take it easy. She paced herself, and as the passage widened,
turned and then closed in around her until she was forced to crawl, 
she just kept trying to force back her overwhelming urge to rim back 
out of the cave. It must have been the ever-encroaching darkness 
that bothered her. She had her headgear, though. She had on 
glasses with no lenses but with a light on each side of her head. On 
her helmet was a headlamp with two LED lights on it. Gordon 
actually said she lit up like a Christmas tree with all of the lights 
she had on her head from her gear. She found that very amusing. 
But as she ducked and crawled over ledges through the creek 
shimmering through the cave, her kneepads did not shield her from 
the sharp jagged rocks bruising her, and her gloves did not keep the 
cold water out. They actually started to hug the water to her fingers, 
causing them to begin to go numb as the trudging crawl kept on.
As Serina stopped with Gordon to rest, she noticed that the 
passage ahead was even getting narrower. Being young and 
inexperienced, she decided that she was not going to slither like a 
snake through the cave walls and wanted to turn back and go it 
alone. Then she remembered that she had her cell phone with her. 
She looked at her watch. It had been submerged a few times in the 
comfort of her glove and had developed moisture inside it. Yes, it 
was time to make her retreat. Maybe next time she would be more 
prepared and dress better while leaving her more delicate 
accessories at home and out of the damp harm of the cave. She 
told Gordon that she was going to turn around and wait for them.
On her way back, she noticed that in the company of just 
herself she could take it slower and look at the microcosm world 
around her. She saw the sleeping bats and the bugs and 
mosquitoes resting on the walls. She even saw the little beetles 
darting around in the stream as her lights followed them. She 
started her rhythm of ducking and crawling over and under the 
ledges. She turned her head to the side and her helmet fell off. She 
dumped out the water and put it back on her head. She noticed 
though that the cave walls seemed dimmer. She reached to her 
headlamp to reposition it and found out that it was turned off. It 
really helped to turn it back on. In doing so, she noticed a passage 
to her left. She must have passed it up in the rush to keep up with 
her group earlier.
Serina decided to take the passage to her left. It led to a 
snaking bend to the left and right and then opened up to a room, 
which she could actually stand up in. It was large and spacious 
with less of a water path blocking her way. She slowly stood up 
and took her time inspecting the area. She got out her camera and 
started taking pictures. She could hear nothing of her team by 
now. The silence was deafening. She looked at all of the beautiful 
rock formations with little beads of moisture bedazzling her like32
tiny diamonds in the walls and ceilings. There were slow drips 
fluttering down and catching her neck and giving her a chill. At 
one point she found a spot to pull up to and sit. She rested and 
took off her head gear. Finally she turned off all of her lights and 
just sat in the dark she had feared during the first part of the trip. 
She closed her eyes and took in tine tiny sounds of running water 
echoing in the caverns and took in tine smell. It was a damp chilly 
smell but lacked any mold that a basement could yield. The cave 
was cool and, due to the humid air in the cave, there was a little 
frosty mist that came out of her from each puff of breath she 
exhaled. She could not see it but seemed to feel the little ice 
particles falling from the air and landing all around her.
Suddenly the mood was shaken and cast away. There was 
a little light ahead of her and movement of someone coming in the 
room. She hastily turned on the lights again.
A little man with a long reddish beard protruding from a 
white bicycle helmet appeared. He reminded her of some elf from 
European folk tails. He was too tall though but for a split second 
she wanted to ask where the six other members of his party were. 




She thought the conversation would end there, but before 
he was finished walking by her, he stopped and turned to face 
her.
"So why are you not with your party?" he said without 
flinching. He was smiling at her in a peculiar way.
"Oh, I tend to be a loner and make my own way. I was 
tired of crawling down that long passage way to the right just 
outside of this hall. It was getting too narrow. This is really my 
first caving expedition, and I am taking the time to enjoy the 
microcosm of the cave life," Serina said.
"Oh, I see. I am from Alabama just 35 miles South of 
Huntsville. I am in Missouri for a year working at Monsanto in St. 
Louis. I am an avid spelunker and am enjoying Missouri's caves. 
The limestone around here is more compressed than in Alabama. 
In my state, the caves are deeper and even have waterfalls in them," 
he said.
"Well, I am no geologist, but I am enjoying this 
expedition. I am noticing all of the clay layers in the wall and find 
it all fascinating," Serina said.
"Oh a penny," he said as he leaned over in front of her to 
pick it up.
"Ah, imagine that. It was right in front of me all of 
the time, and I never saw it," she said.
"It was just waiting for me I guess, just like you," he 
said, startling her all of the sudden.
"What do you mean," she said in a little high 
pitched fervor.
"Well, it can not be coincidence that we are in here 
all alone having this chance meeting," he continued.
"I don't know what you mean sir," she stammered, 
trying to step back and consider how she could make her 
way past him out the only exit. Now the room was really 
starting to close in on her as she focused on his beady eyes 
glistening from his own headlamp. They were partly 
shielded from the glare but she could see their devilish 
intent. "I think I hear my party now," she added. "I am sure 
they are looking for me by now."
"Oh, I don't think, so. I know they are down that 
narrow path, and we have plenty of time to get acquainted," 
he answered as he reached out and grabbed her arm to twist 
her off her rock perch to his level. He was towering above her 
now and dragging her down to the moist floor. She could feel 
his other hand grip her neck, and suddenly she was gasping 
for air and struggling. He was pressing her face down to the 
floor and choking her. Her mind was flashing through the 
day's events to this very moment. Why had she left the 
comfort of her team and ventured on her own? She struggled 
and kicked. His weight was settling on top of her. Her arms 
were flailing and grazing the rock formations around her.
She felt his weight lunge forward and knew her moment to 
escape was quickly fading. If his full body weight was to be 
on top of her, gravity would work against her, and she would 
not be able to get free.
Without a second to spare she was able to reach up 
enough to grab a smaller rock pillar and wrench herself 
back enough to loosen his grip on her throat and gasp 
enough air to let out a bloody scream. At the same time she 
shoved her feet forward both at the same time to arch under 
him and unbalance his weight enough to shuffle free.
She scrambled to try and get to her feet, but he was 
lunging on top of her again and grabbing her head by her 
hair. Her helmet had fallen off, and her glasses were now 
being flung to the side as he pounded her head onto the 
floor. She was not sure how many times she felt the floor hit 
her skull. She heard him say, "You will pay for that, missy. 
No one gets away from me that easy." 33
Blackness was closing in. She thought she heard 
some other voices saying, "this way. The scream came from 
in here." She was able to open her eyes. She forced them to 
stay open and focus. He was glaring at her with his helmet 
half blinding her. The pounding stopped and she felt that 
noose of his arm tighten around her neck this time. Not
Joseph Cohn
again, she thought as the partaking of air was withheld from her 
once more. She knew she was getting weaker and the fight was 
leaving her. This cannot happen. She was mustering up her 
adrenaline for the fight of her life.34
Serina began to wrestle for her life like she never had. She 
wanted more serene moments like the one she had encountered 
before this terror. How dare he take this away from her! She tried 
to rock her body free and scratch his face. She twisted her body 
and writhed in pain as she gasped for air. Time was not on her 
side. She felt the blackness of the cave enter her consciousness 
again. "NO!" she was screaming inside. She could not get the 
words past her lips though. Terror was gripping her. She must 
fight.
In a flash, there was a scuffle above her that was not of her 
own doing for she had at once started to dimly go limp as, just in 
the nick of time, the noose around her neck loosened, and she 
gasped as she never had before in her life. She then fell limply on 
the floor resting, for all fight was gone from her from the struggle 
to live. She was too tired to know what was happening.
Gordan was pinning the man to the rock floor, and Adrian 
and Roger were pinning his arms and legs. They were in a 
struggle but this time it was three to one, and they were the 
winning team. Patrick's figure was moving in on Serina. She just 
noticed that she was not listlessly lying on the floor any more but 
in the arms of another person being led away from the scene. She 
could feel a warm gush of sticky goo flowing down her face. She 
could taste a salty fluid on her lips. She was aware of all of these 
sensations but not sure what they were. There was a numbness in 
her extremities, and someone was lifting her up. She was happy to 
just rest on them. All she could really care about was that it was 
just good to breathe. Her head was pounding. She leaned into the 
soft, cool chest of the other person. Faintly she wondered who it 
was. She felt another person arrive and take her other arm around 
his neck. She didn't care where they were taking her as long as it 
was away from here, the scene of her life struggle.
Gordon and Adrian were still restraining the violator when 
she was finally rested enough to come to her senses more. She was 
leaning against Patrick, and Ted was next to her wiping off the 
sticky goo. She was starting to shiver. Serina came to her senses all 
of the sudden bolted straight up. She was sitting on a rock 
outcropping in that room still. Oh, this cavern, she was still in this 
cave. "I want out!" she stammered. "Let me go!" she said as she 
tried to wrench free, but the fuzziness was returning, and she 
shrunk backwards to be caught by Patrick still hovering next to her.
"Ok, ok.. .you are ok, Serina," came a soft voice from behind 
her. "This was a close call for you. I am just glad we were close 
enough to hear you scream and get here in time," said Patrick. 
"Now we just have to get you to breathe enough to help us get you 
out," he added. His voice calmed her enough to relax back into his
arm. She knew though that she was fully conscious enough 
to make it back out of the cave.
"You have some nasty cuts above your eye and a 
busted lip. You are probably bruised all over, but you won't 
really feel that until tomorrow," Ted said. "It seems like you 
don't have any broken bones. Want to try and stand?" he 
added.
She slowly stood up trying to put her weight on her 
still booted feet. She was still wet and weak but felt ready to 
walk out of that dark place now filled with deadly 
memories. She shuttered at the memories of the recent 
adventure. She felt Patrick cling to her and hold her tight. 
What was this feeling that was gripping her? Ted had 
replaced her glasses, helmet and headlamp. She was once 
again that gleaming Christmas tree staring up into Patrick's 
blue eyes. She just felt comfort. It was a comfort like no 
other she had ever felt in her life. She was alive and free. 
Gordon, Adrian and Roger had bound up the perpetrator of 
the crime and led him out first in a very tight grip, making 
sure there was no escape. They led him to Gordon's van and 
drove him to a ranger's station to await arrest before Patrick 
and Ted gingerly led Serina out of the cave into the 
daylight. Trevor and Margaret had already left to alert the 
police of the incident and were waiting for them at the 
entrance.
Serina shielded her eyes because her head was 
pounding. Still the sunshine was encouraging and 
embracing to her after her dark ordeal. It was amazing to 
still be alive. It was all due to her party. They were a good 
team. She could rely on all of them. She felt that there would 
never be a more comforting feeling than at that moment. How 
wonderful to be alive.
The group talked about what to do next. Serina just 
wanted to sleep. She sat in the car and Patrick stayed with 
her. Whatever she had to face, she was ready. The worst 
was over. She would never again stray from the company of 
her party again. It is unnerving to face such terror, and she 
never wanted to be part of that feeling again. The rock cave 
would forever remain a turning point in her life, she 
thought, as she drifted off to sleep in Patrick's arms. At last, 
the serial cave murderer of Alabama was caught, and Serina 
was out of harm.
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Reruns of a Shattered Fane of Glass 
Jose Rodriguez
How can you be so reoccurring?
Like the common cold, 
or mistakes we choose to ignore.
You're a long stretch of uncomfortable road, 
slick pavement offers up a better way to get home, 
but twists and turns immediately tie you up in knots.
It always ends the same,
I get run off the road by some ugly car on the other side 
of your road.
Then I'm just a quick camera flash
and a w ell written sentence on the local news.
"Man killed in romantic endeavor, 
news at eleven."
N ot this time,








If you call me 
sw eetie
one more time, 
so help me 
God,







What is life and who am I 
Do I matter? Don't see why.
What I can do w ith this short life 
Seems so useless; roll the dice.
What's it matter, what's the point?
Does it connect? Where is the joint? 
Hope for purpose? It falls through. 
Tasteless action; nothing's new  
Marching forward, looking back 
Each new event helps form the stack 
But in the end it all falls down,
I'm standing there, a fool, a clown 
Of all I've done, there's nothing left 
And each new loss leaves me bereft. 
Sometimes I feel, sometimes I don't 
My mind is dead, my heart's been broke 
The fire I tried to keep is gone 
I wonder what I've done so wrong 
It hints so bad but feels so true 
I'm just one of the many few.
And when the pain's no longer there 
All I have left is this dead stare 
Still nothing hurts as bad as hope 
Key to my chains, yet still a rope 
I feel it as it tears m y skin 
My salty tears; mixed loss and win 
For though it takes my breath away 
And hurts m y chest, I hope it stays 
Then suddenly iM s gone again 
The bleakest world, as black as sin
Paul Magaha
Nothing but the smoke remains 
But even that fades with the rain 
Everything is pointless here 
And I taste death; I taste fear 
Pointless life; what good's it do?
All I have done's a poisonous stew  
Of nothingness; I run so hard 
But life is ash and hope is charred 
That same fire that burned inside 
IUuminates the endless ride 
To nowhere; look back where it starts 
A trail left by my broken heart.
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Tara Bryan-Gosnell
A Hero's Return 
j Jason Thrasher
Dust and webs mask the shine of worn steel 
: Hidden in darkness amongst the rocks.
Retaining through the years its form and feel,
But flames' bright light flashes in through the locks.
The aged man doth in the portal stand,
Staring upon his thoughts of battles past,
Of those that fight and defend the homeland,
Of fallen friends lost and of armies vast.
Unsure metal hangs loose from his bones,
/  But duty and purpose fill recesses
Like Beowulf and heroes from their thrones. 
Reverence to their lands of them possesses.
Death's a true hero's only vacation,
But names live ceaseless in celebration.
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30 November 1882 
Jack Morgan
A dilapidated menagerie 
and museum: 
a large snake, 




A side show barker 
a red-haired female rope walker, 
a little boy with feet as big 
as coal shovels,
stopped in Rolla Friday.
Unable to hire a hall, however, 
they moved on, toward Lebanon, 
promising that in the Spring 
they'd circle back this way.
Ian Packard
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LO N D O N -H Y D E PARK
THE NIGHT AFTER A MILLION CITIZENS WARNED 
AGAINST INVADING IRAQ-FEBRUARY 2003 
James Bogan
Through incandescent clouds 
the Full Moon now rides high over Hyde Park 
where hours ago more than a million 





We sublunary folk 
in soft agitation 
demanded our leaders 
desist
their proud pursuit 
of false security.
The field is abandoned
but could the victory be ours
as the Full Moon marches on
with bright Jupiter in the lead
breaking trail
across the ecliptic
of a metropolitan heaven?
The faintest echo 
amplified by memory 
resounds tonight 
ihuminated as it is 
by the kind light of the Moon
Ghost-shards of posters faintly cry:
DON'T ATTACK IRAQ
No one stands 
in the pale moonlight.
A circle of ash
marks the mute
memory where a poster-stick
bonfire
warmed a few  dozen
out of freezing hundreds of
thousands.
GO TO YOUR ROOM, TONY
GIVE PEACE A CHANCE
NOT IN MY NAME
In these mill-poor days 
it w ill be hard to find 
a sufficient number of m illstones 
to hang around the necks 
of the misleaders 
who have scandalized 
the little ones




The mind knows that which is wrong 
but the heart for it does still long.
The brain implores, "But it is gone."
The soul insists, "Then I'll search on."
Truth declares, "The fight is lost."
Emotion counters, "I'll w in at all cost."
The mind w ill say, "The timing has past." 
The heat merely states, "Remember my last." 
The quarrel goes on till the end of time 
as emotion continues with its great crime 
for logic has in it no clear reason 
to the heart7s apparent high-minded treason.
M editation on a Five Speed Manual Transmission 
(A Buddhist Driver's Observations)
Zack Christensen
Parked: The general state of the mind during the day. 
A random collection of thoughts continuously 
cascades
through causing great inner turmoil, whether it is 
consciously acknowledged or not. One may yearn to 
overcome this turmoil but in this state no direct action 
can be taken.
Ignition: The conscientious decision to pursue a state 
of inner peace, even if only for a short while.
Shift
Reverse: Removing oneself from a parked position. 
Initial preparations, both physical and mental, are 
made for an individual's pursuit of inner peace.
Shift
First Gear: Starting forward from a stopped position. 
At these low  speeds thoughts cloud the mind like 
exhaust gasses on a cold morning. Events of the day 
as w ell as long term concerns and general worries 
prevail. Very little, if any, clarity of mind is possible.
Shift
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Second Gear: Sharp comers and heavy, slow moving 
traffic.
As velocity begins increasing so does the flow of 
thoughts. Worries and concerns may start to disappear, 
but they are quickly replaced by others. Mental clarity, 
like the fast moving lane of traffic, remains elusive.
Shift
Third Gear: Faster m oving traffic and more generous 
curves.
A critical point, minimum mental escape velocity is 
reached while accelerating through this gear. Lesser 
thoughts begin leaving the mind without being 
replaced. Thoughts of more importance become easier 
to focus on. Moments of clarity and insight appear now  
like holes in traffic to weave through.
Shift
Fourth Gear: Little to no traffic and broad 
sweeping curves.
Of almost equal importance as its predecessor, this 
is the range of velocities in which m ost thoughts 
are pushed from the mind. Concerns of the day 
are all but gone. Moments of clarity are now like 
long open spaces on highways between groups of 
cars.
Shift
Fifth Gear: The road is a straight line to the 
horizon and there is no traffic in sight.
Acceleration is completed in this gear and a 
cruising velocity is reached. Thoughts freely enter 
the mind and just as freely leave without causing 
disturbance. Clarity of mind is constant, giving an 
objectiveness of thought which allows for total 
inner peace.
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The Dark Voices of Dr. Croghan's Patients 





The darkness crawled into us 
and began to consume us,
So we crawled into darkness 




The only way out 
was to live 
or to die:
So we, half-corpses walking, 
could not go back with the lone light 




The air was thick with damp darkness 
and moved as slow ly as the seasons - 
seasons which we could never see, 
but which were reported by tongues of fire 




Our own passages breathed with no more success.
When w e tried to bum  out the darkness
it only coated on thicker,
and w e coughed, choking, dying,




This experiment was a failed commensalism  
that saw our sick frames shift desperately 
into macroscopic parasites.
Few healthy humans have trouble with this role - 
they shave down forests and disembowel mountains - 
but w e were already infected with our own bacteria. 
Thus these stony tubes which we had counted on as 
allies
took offense to our invasion 
and made it a two-front war:
Macroscopic and Microscopic vs. Man.
As Napoleon had done 30 years prior,
We invaded Russia in the winter,
and all was lost in those immutable 54 degrees
of hypothermia.
Even those who eventually retreated





We lay on stone,
And they laid us on stone,
and when we were as cold as the stone,




This was no place to breathe out our own darkness, 
for the darkness w e died in could not be added to. 
But it was our choice to infect that silent hell,





Who once spent five years in the jungle alone studying chimpanzees 
Anne Cotterill
People are strange creatures too,
Said blond Jane Goodall, stalking chimps.
What do they do except
w ish with their eyes and move, as if through branches? 
So lonely, they barely manage.
Here I am.
No chimp's as strange as me, 
wrapped in a blanket 
On the top of this hill, alone, in Tanzani- 
a with the night suddenly here.
I'm a black silhouette in the dark,
British;
I always wear a pony tail.
Knees hold my chin, and I'm so strange, so —listen.
Yes,
I love this solitude—it's what I've always wanted.
Oh, such freedom. (She shakes her hair, then wraps 
the blanket tighter round her knees. Someone's watching her.)
The wind.
Here's my coffee. I eat like a bird, and talk like one if I'm alone. 
Is my husband behind me? What is it?
I've been waiting my whole life 
For one thing or another.
Stars over Tanzania
Bless me, bless me
for I'm a girl who has not sinned.
Bless my binoculars; bless my shorts and khaki; 
bless my sneakers.
For I have sinned.
My mind freezes,
Only my eyes keep watch, my intelligent eyes, 
so intense that I won't have to 
see who's stalking me.
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Jordan Varble
Days Between Days 
Jose Rodriguez
Let's have a moment,
Let's all have one of those life enhancing,
Holy Moments.
Add a stake to your life line, 
mark your place with a bookmark 
and remember this moment forever.
I'll never believe that our lives 
are made of a series of moments, 
stacking one on top of another, 
squeezing and crushing the moments 
in between.
Fall in love and make it last for weeks,
Dance in the middle of the day,
Drink for the sake of friends, 
remember what it was like.
If the days between days are like bad lottery tickets, 
I'll just keep on scratching.
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